Abstract
Design and Implementation of a Novel General-purpose Enterprise Application Business Infrastructure Software Platform Rong Yao, Wang Jiandong  With the code and data are expanding constantly, enterprise application systems become more and more complex, the development and maintenance cycles and costs continue to rise, and the developments of vast majority of enterprise applications are overdue and overspent.  The constantly expanding of enterprise business makes distributed application service become an urgent demand.  The integration of the various systems within an enterprise and even among different enterprises becomes an exigent demand, and some effective and unified integration tools are urgently needed.  Processing business via mobile devices has become a new demand in many industries.  The medium-term and long-term IT construction planning of enterprise is lack of a stable base software platform as support.
Solutions of general-purpose enterprise application business infrastructure software platform

Design idea
The two core problems of the challenges described above are as follows: First, ensure system stability and reliability while it quickly respond to the changing business, the second is to improve the reusability of software system. Developers (vendors) are often concerned more about the reusability, and hope to develop a common set of enterprise application software system, then users should use it in accordance with the established patterns, while the user is looking for vendors providing a tailor-made enterprise application for his own purposes, which can meet his individual needs as far as possible, and quickly respond to the changing business needs. Developers concerned about the technical abstract, and users focus on business functions, so an effective enterprise application development model should be found on the meeting point between the generality and personalization in order to meet the needs of both sides. Enterprise applications must have configurability and scalability in order to meet the changing user needs and individual demands. Changes of simple business should be achieved through configuration rather than modifying the source code of system, while the complex business changes can be achieved through increasing or reducing components plus a small amount of secondary development efforts. There are two basic ways to improve the reusability. First, reduce the granularity of objects to be reused. The finer the granularity is, the stronger the reusability is. Second, improve the abstraction of the object to be reused. The higher level the abstraction is, the stronger the reusability is. The elaborate component library is designed to reduce the granularity of the object to be reused, while the enterprise application support platform without relationship with specific project business is an effective way to improve the abstraction of the reusable object. Hence the majority business functions can be automatically generated through modeling on support platform, and the personalized high-level business functions can be offered by variety of optional business components. The building process which combines the support platform with the business component library should be well to meet the ever-changing user needs. Moreover, the reliability and stability of the system built through modeling are better than those of manual custom systems. In the description below, the support platform and component library will be collectively referred to as business infrastructure software platform, for short, platform.
Features of platform
A qualified enterprise application business infrastructure software platform should be developed on the basis of reusable components (or library) and software tools that had be proven. It should be an independent software system that can serve as the basis of developing and running enterprise applications. Such platform should be business-oriented and as technology-independent as possible. Various enterprises applications can be built through secondary developments on the base of the same platform. Platform can effectively reduce the development cycles and costs of enterprise applications. The upgrade to platform can bring about more stable low-level supports and new features for secondary developments.
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Volume 4, Number 9, December 2010 Therefore, the goal of our novel general-purpose enterprise application business infrastructure software platform is to provide users with business-oriented system construction tools, and shield the complexity of software development technologies. When the user develop an enterprise application, they need only to concern about the business model rather than the technology details of platform, so enterprise application users (mainly referring to IT staff) can participate in the system construction and occupy a dominant position. In order to meet the user"s requirements for developing speed, flexibility, and integration, platform must allow user to rapidly develop the required applications, and provide development and management tools to meet the changing business needs and individual needs, as well as facilities to be used to integrate with other application systems. The platform mainly has the following features.  Object-oriented: It means that the platform itself is object-oriented, rather than refer to developing the platform through object-oriented ideas, methods, tools or languages. On the basis of a specially designed object-oriented dynamic modeling technique, the "object-oriented" users are extended from the design and development staff to end users.  General-purpose: Platform has a high degree of abstraction, so it has nothing to do with specific enterprise business. In theory, any kind of enterprise application can be built based on the platform.  Dynamically Model-driven: The visual modeling tool provided by platform can be used for modeling business objects and their relationships, users and roles, applications and interfaces etc. The user views (i.e. user interfaces) can be generated through runtime engine automatically. Models can be dynamically modified as needs, and the changes can be automatically mapped to the physical database structure and updated on all relevant human-computer interfaces through automatic generation engine and networks in real time.  SOA-based: Platform adopts service-oriented architecture [1] and provides functions through web services, which are beneficial to the secondary development and systems integration.  N-Tier Architecture: Platform is built and deployed with N-Tier Architecture. Service layer includes web site services, business logic services and database services, etc. Client-side only interacts with the middle layer, which is responsible for interaction with the database server and other servers. Moreover, each service provides support for clustering and load balancing configurations.  Plug-in extension support: All of the functional components assembled to platform are in line with the plug-in specifications defined by platform itself. When platform generates a specific enterprise application, it provides a unified mechanism for integrating various functional modules into the system. 1 shows the main architecture of platform, which consists of run-time engine, base modeling system, workflow system, user interface design system, report system, query system, component Design and Implementation of a Novel General-purpose Enterprise Application Business Infrastructure Software Platform Rong Yao, Wang Jiandong library, access control system, master portal, and mobile application system, and so on. The role of each part is as follows.
Architecture of platform
a) Run-time engine service: It takes up the core status. It includes object -relationship mapping engine, general user interface generation engine, general business logic processing engine, and workflow engine. These engines are responsible for providing essential run-time support for the enterprise applications built upon platform.
b) Generalized object-oriented dynamic modeling (for short, GOODM) system: It is used to implement object-oriented business modeling. Abstracting the various things managed by enterprise applications to different kinds of objects is the precondition of processing enterprise business issues generically. Platform adopts the generalized object as the basic element for modeling the object property, object organization, access control, application module, and function extension etc, to form a complete modeling system. The modeling information that describes the business objects and business rules is known as enterprise application metadata, which are distinct from business data input and generated by enterprise applications at run time. Generalized object modeling technology can shield the professional abstract concepts in the database planning, structural design and physical implementation, and provide an effective approach to technical staff to communicate with user, as well as allow the user to participate in the construction of enterprise application. The establishment and maintenance of business model can even be directly accomplished by the user. c) Workflow system: It consists of the workflow engine service, workflow visual modeling tool, workflow management and monitor tool, workflow custom API and other components. It is designed refer to the workflow system definition of WFMC [2] . Workflow engine service adopts an event-driven mode, and supports clustered configurations to avoid the single-point failure. Workflow visual modeling tool provides workflow definition functions, and supports the standard graphical UML modeling, with the supports for order, select, branch, concurrent, cycle, nest, merge, rollback, assignment and other workflow mode. Workflow custom API and other components are used to meet the requirements of the complex business rules.
d) Personalized GUI Design System: It is a GUI integrated design environment built on the basis of base modeling system and run-time engine service. It is designed to meet the personalized demand for GUI. It provides a visual control library and supports to set visual layout and data items to be displayed, as well as perform other operations of the selected controls at design-time. It also supports an eventdriven model. The GUI metadata are persistently stored on application servers, and can be loaded by GUI generation engine for generating web pages to be returned to client at run time. The GUI system supports effects such as predefined GUI templates, themes, skin, and style, etc. The designed interface can be seamlessly integrated with the master portal.
e) Report System: It consists of report designer and report server. Report server exposes data access service and runtime report generation service through web services. Report designer provides report design and preview functions. The designed reports are stored on the server as XML, then converted to HTML through XSLT and returned to browser users. Clients need not install any plug-ins. A variety of popular Chinese-style report formats and statistical charts are supported. Event-driven script is also supported to improve flexibility and scalability of report designing. Report system supports the automatic generation of reports according to schedule. The designed reports can be seamlessly integrated into the corresponding business models, and the generated reports can also be manually or automatically uploaded to web server. f) Query system: It consists of query designer and query server in order to provide query functions for various business models. Query server exposes data access and query runtime generation service through web services. Query designer provides query design and data preview functions. It supports a variety of common combination queries, and the designed queries can be seamlessly integrated with other business models.
g) Component library: The elementary business logic is encapsulated into a component library, and the complex business logic can be achieved by composing the basic components. This way can improve enterprise application development efficiency, reduce technical difficulty and shorten the development cycle. Component library includes basic computing components, common business logic components, etc. XML is used as media for data exchanging among components, modules, subsystems
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Volume 4, Number 9, December 2010 and external systems in order to achieve loose coupling, and make carry out EAI (enterprise application integration) easily [3] . h) Access Control System: It provides a fine-grained access control for business systems built upon the platform, from the authority of logging in system to the permission of reading / writing a certain property of an object. Moreover, it provides workflow module of various authority settings.
i) Master Portal: It is the major end-user interface of the enterprise application system generated by platform. It allows user to access all authorized business modules, process workflows, inspect reports, and receive system messages, etc. through a single entry. Master portal supports personalized configuration to provide better user experience. j) Mobile Application System: It provides supports for accessing system through mobile phones [4] .
Generalized object-oriented dynamic modeling mechanism
The most critical part of the platform is the generalized object-oriented dynamic modeling (GOODM) mechanism. GOODM views all of business entities managed by enterprise application as objects, which are called generalized object. Take aviation airport business as example, entities such as aircraft belong to the traditional object category, whereas the business such as flight delay prediction [5, 6] belongs to the generalized object category. Unify the two object categories and establish a generalized object concept is the cornerstone of GOODM. Based on this idea, GOODM provides a complete modeling system, and it can model object description, object organization, application configuration, extended function, access control, and other aspects of object management. The professional concepts, techniques and skills of database planning, system function design and implementation are shielded, thus, the construction and maintenance of enterprise business models can be transferred to end user, in other words, the users of the modeling tools are expanded from the professional system analysis, design and implementation personnel to enterprise users.
GOODM is a complete object-oriented modeling mechanism that covers the life cycle of system analysis, design, implementation, operation and maintenance, and it can effectively express and implement encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism and other object-oriented features, moreover, it supports event handling mechanism. GOODM provides dynamic object-oriented visual modeling technology, and supports online design for all aspects of enterprise management. The changes to the models can be automatically mapped to the physical database structure and immediately present on all user interfaces through automatic generation engines, thus it breaks through the limitations of the traditional modeling methods.
The core database structure of GOODM system consists of CLASSES, PROPERTIES, PROPERTY_PRESENTS, CLASS_LINKS, INSTANCES, REFERENCES, APPLICATIONS, EXTENDED_APPLICATIONS, APPLICATION_CLASSES tables, etc., which are used as the system tables of the concrete enterprise application system built upon GOODM mechanism. When users use the platform to build a specific enterprise application business system, these tables store all the mapping information from object-oriented business system to background relational database. The purposes of the several main tables are as follows.  CLASSES, PROPERTIES, and PROPERTY_PRESENTS. They are used to descript the basic information of generalized business objects. CLASSES table describes the object type, PROPERTIES table describes the object properties, and PROPERTY_PRESENTS table describes how object properties are displayed on user interface.  CLASS_LINKS. It stores the link relationships between the object types, i.e., it expresses which types of objects can link under another type of objects. In an enterprise application system, e.g., we can not only link the objects of "employee" type under the objects of "department" type, but also link the objects of "equipment" type under the objects of "department" type.  APPLICATIONS, APPLICATION_CLASSES, and EXTENDED_APPLICATIONS. APPLICATIONS table stores the configuration information of application modules, which can be accessed through the menus in the final generated enterprise application system by GOODM platform. APPLICATION_CLASSES table stores the link relationships between applications and the object types to descript which types of objects that user can view or manage in an application
table is used to store the configuration information of the external extended application modules.  REFERENCES and INSTANCES. They are used to achieve the overall management of all types of business objects in a specific enterprise business systems generated by platform. INSTANCES table is in fact severed as the root type of all the other business object types, and it stores the common parts of information of all the business objects. The role of REFERENCES table is to achieve more than one reference of a single object instance. For example, when an officer is temporarily seconded to another department, the officer's information can be seen both under the two departments in the personnel management module, i.e., there are two corresponding records in REFERENCES table, but there is only one record in INSTANCES table.  BASE_CODES. It is used to store common business terms, such as the "aircraft type" in the civil airport business system, and so on. Once define business terms into base codes, it can be directly used in the drop-down list of property presentation mode to facilitate user input and maintaining data consistency, moreover, it improves the extensibility of common business terms. Basic information modeling of objects is the foundation of other modeling of GOODM. It is responsible for implementing the mapping from object to relational database. GOODM provides supports of creating, modifying, and deleting all of the object types in a business systems, and fulfills modeling of object properties, object inherit, and events and so on. GOODM object links model can define the relationships between object types and the creation or display position of objects, in order to fill the enterprise management requirements and make enterprise system more flexible. Moreover, it provides a uniform foundation for searching or querying business objects. The idea of object link is derived from the composition mechanism of object-oriented technology. The link between object types reflects the relationship between objects in a business system, and the link can be easily adjusted by modeling tools.
Application modules can be created by the application definition function of GOODM (the information is stored in APPLICATIONS table). The object types and object instances that can be referred or managed by an application module can be defined through establishing the link relationships between the application and objects (the information is stored in APPLICATION_CLASSES table) and specifying the root object (the information is stored in APPLICATIONS table). The sub-systems of an enterprise application can be formed by grouping application modules, and the complete enterprise application system can be formed by combining all of the sub-systems altogether. GOODM also supports the configuration of extended application modules (the information is stored in EXTENDED_APPLICATIONS table). The feature clearly improves the capability of dealing with different projects of GOODM platform. In theory, GOODM has unlimited capacity of configuration or generation of application modules.
The access control mechanism of GOODM takes "role" as the center. It achieves the access control management of enterprise application system by establishing relationships between the roles and object types, properties, instances, applications, etc. GOODM access control model includes role (stored in ROLES table), role group (stored in ROLE_GROUPS table), user (stored in the USERS table), user group (stored in USER_GROUPS table) and other basic elements. User authorities include reading, adding, modifying, deleting, archiving, transferring objects, etc. A role means a set of authorities. A role group is a set of roles. User is a user account of enterprise application system. User group means a group of users. Role can simplify the management of authorities. For example, if we grant n authorities to m users, it need to authorize n*m times. If we grant n authorities to a role at first, then grant the role to m users, now the authorization is reduced to n+m. A role or role group can be directly assigned to a user, or we can assign it to a user group.
Implementation of platform
Enterprise applications generated by platform make use of B / S (Browser / Server) architecture in order to be updated and maintained easily, but without the defects existing in the traditional B / S application, e.g., the interactive elements provided by user interface are relatively simple, and the client computing ability can not be effectively used. Platform takes advantage of RIA (Rich Internet Application) technology to generate enterprise applications. RIA is the next generation technology of
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Volume 4, Number 9, December 2010 enterprise web applications, which can combine the expression ability of desktop application with convenience of browser application. RIA is a breakthrough of B / S client technology, which can achieve asynchronous data loading, client-side data caching, partial page updating, etc. By providing rich interface elements and a high degree of user interactivity, RIA applications bring about better user experience than that of the conventional B / S applications [7] . The development of the prototype platform makes use of Flex (and Java), which is one of the mainstream RIA technologies [8] .
The core parts of software platform include Generalized Object-oriented Dynamic Modeling Center and Object Browser. Modeling Center provides business modeling capabilities, implemented as Client / Server (for short, C / S) mode. Object Browser is used as the host of application modules configured based on platform. It generates common GUI and business logic for each application module through the runtime engine service, implemented as B / S mode. This section describes the implementation of the application module adaptive generation engine, which covers from business modeling to the generation of client browser pages. The other parts, including workflow, component library, report, query, mobile application, and so on, will be introduced in another paper.
Implementation of generalized object-oriented dynamic modeling center
Modeling Center provides modeling capabilities for type, application, user, role, base code, etc., as described below. a) Type modeling: Type modeling is used to define the types required by each application module. The GUI of type modeling is mainly divided into two parts, in which the left is the type tree, while the right shows the properties, direct child types, linked types, and script code of the selected type. The root node of the type tree is "Object", which is a built-in type of modeling system and used as the root type for all types modeled by end-users. When user create a new type of business, the database server will create a corresponding ) is also registered into the CLASSES table, as part of initial data of platform. Since any new type of business are derived from a parent type (the root type "Object" or its derived type), a type should record its parent type ID, which is stored in the PARENT_CLASS_ID field of CLASSES table. This ensures system can find the direct and indirect parent types until the root type Object for each type, of course, it also make find the direct and indirect child types of each type easily. On the right side of type modeling GUI, when we add a property for a type, not only the property information is registered into PROPERTIES table, but also the corresponding column field of the property will be created and added to the corresponding table of the type. The GUI of direct child types displays the child types that are directly derived from the selected type. The GUI of linked type is divided into two parts, including master types and detail types. Application modules use this configuration information to determine which type instances can be attached under a certain type instance. For example, in a civil aviation information system, if the flight node is attached under the airline node, and the crew node is attached under the flight node, then the master type of flight is airline, and the detail type of flight is crew. On the script editor GUI, we can write script for a type, and the script will be interpreted to execute after user insert, modify, or delete the objects of the type, thus achieve to manage objects individually.
b) Application modeling: Application modeling is used to configure application modules. Each application module belongs to a certain application group. When we use platform to build a specific enterprise application, an application group can be used to represent a sub-system to classify the relevant application modules. Each application also has a number of related types, and only objects of the types associated with the application can be seen or operated. The relationships between an application and a type include "reference" and "operation." If the relationship is "operation", the application can read, add, modify and delete the instances of the type. If the relationship is "reference", then the application can only read the objects of the type. Each application is configured with a root reference ID, which is used as the root node of the objects tree displayed in the application module GUI.
c) Role modeling: Role represents a set of authorities. The way that assigns authority to a role and then grants it to users can simplify system authorization management. Each role is belong to a role group. The left side of role modeling GUI is a roles tree, which consists of role groups and roles. The Design and Implementation of a Novel General-purpose Enterprise Application Business Infrastructure Software Platform Rong Yao, Wang Jiandong right side of GUI mainly provides five functions of role modeling, including granting roles to users, setting the applications that a role can execute, setting the access authority on types, properties, and objects (namely, the instances of types) that a role should have.  Granting a role to users. A role can be granted to users created with user modeling GUI. A role can be assigned to multiple users, and a user can have multiple roles. If a role is granted to a certain user one more time, the runtime engine will ignore the duplicate items.  Setting the application that a role can execute. Assuming role R can execute application A, if user U is granted with role R, U has authority to execute application A. Whether user U can read or operate the objects in application A, the authority settings between role R and types (and their properties) should be considered also. If there is a combination of a role ID and an application ID in ROLE_APPLICATIONS table, it means that the role has authority to execute the application, otherwise not.  Setting access authority on type for a role. The access authorities on types of a role include reading, adding, modifying and deleting, etc. By default, a role has authority to read, add, delete, and modify the objects of a type. If we do not want to let a role have too many authorities, we can revoke some authorities from it. The authority management mode (i.e. "revoking" rather than "granting") can effectively avoid hurting the efficiency of application system, because it can largely reduce the number of authorization records between roles and types. If role R need read the objects of types C in application A, role R only need have reading right on type C. Otherwise, role R must have the adding, deleting, and modifying rights on type C, and the association between application A and type C must be "operating". On the premise that the two conditions are satisfied, role R can apply adding, deleting, modifying to the objects of type C in application A.  Setting access authority on property for a role. The access authority on property of a role includes reading and modifying. By default, a role has authorities to read and modify the properties of an object. If we do not want to let a role have reading or modifying authority, we can revoke authorities from it. As mentioned above, this authority management mode can effectively avoid hurting the efficiency of application system. In application A, if role R want to read property P of type C object, role R must be able to read type C object in application A, and role R has authority to read property P. If role R want to modify property P, role R must have authority to modify type C object in application A, and role R has authority to modify property P.  Setting access authorities on type instances (i.e. objects) for a role. The access authorities on objects of a role include reading, adding, modifying and deleting. By default, a role can read, add, delete, and modify the objects. If we do not want to let a role have too many authorities, we can clearly revoke some authorities from it. This authority management mode can effectively avoid hurting the efficiency of application system, because it can largely reduce the number of authorization records between roles and objects. This authorization mode can meet the special business demand such as the follows: the administrator of department D1 can operate employee data of D1, but he has no authority to operate employee data under department D2. d) User modeling: User modeling is used to define system user. Users are classified by user group. The left side of the GUI is user tree which consists of user groups and users. The right side is used to configure and display the roles that a user may have.
e) Base code modeling: Base code modeling is used to configure the basic data required by an specific application system. Base code is primarily used as the data source of a property displayed with drop down box. But it is not limited to this use, for example, it can also be used as the parameters data source of query, report and other modules of the application system. Base code modeling further enhances the flexibility of the platform, in other words, it further improves the adaptability of the application systems generated by platform to the changing user business.
Implementation of object browser
The primary mission of Object Browser is to parse a variety of configuration metadata and generate each application module. The main content to be parsed includes menu item, object instance, property and access control configurations, etc. When an user logs on to system from the portal page, the backend authentication service will be invoked to verify whether the user"s identity is legal. The legal user is allowed to enter the Object Browser framework page. The runtime engine service will be invoked to create the menu items of the main framework page according to the roles that the user has, in order to configure the application modules that the user can execute. Menu items are created according to the application groups and applications configured in application modeling GUI. Application group play the role of classifying applications, and it will become a menu group that does not support event handlers. Only the application menu item has Click event handler and be able to start an application module. If a user can execute an application module, the application module will run as a sub-frame page. The left side of the page displays an objects tree, while the right shows the properties of the selected object. Not only the data (e.g. objects and their properties) displayed on the GUI, but also the GUI controls themselves used to display the data are dynamically created at runtime. In system implementation, different application modules use the single sub-frame page. Since each application module is associated with different types of objects and the root reference ID is different too, the object data displayed at runtime in different application modules are different. Moreover, in a same application module, the object data can be seen and the operation can be done by different users with different roles may be different. For example, the authorization between role and type determines whether the user has the role can read, add, delete or modify the instances of the type in the application. The authorization between role and property determines whether the user that has the role can read or modify the object properties in the application. Of course, both situations also need to consider the association mode (i.e. "operation" or "reference".) between the application and object type.
In the application module page, the parsing logic of an object instance and its properties are as follows.
a) Parsing object instance: As mentioned above, each application has a root reference ID, when an application is invoked, the system will search all object references attached under the reference ID in the REFERENCES table, and then according to the authorization settings to retrieve all eligible object instances to generate the object references tree. Similarly, adding, modifying, and deleting object instances in an application module also need to consider authorization factors. To add instances, for example, firstly, we need to know which object types are associated with the selected object type (that is, we need to know what the detail types that the selected object type has), secondly, get the intersection of the detail types and the associated types of the application module. Next consider access control configuration, firstly, determine whether the roles that the logged user has have "add" authority to the types in the intersection, secondly, filter the intersection according to the association (it should be "operation" rather than "reference"), between the type and the application, we can create the corresponding instances for the rest of the object types. The deleting operation is similar.
b) Parsing object properties: It is more complicated to parse object properties and generate their GUI, because it need to search all the parent types of a certain object type until the root type (Object), to find the complete properties of the object. Because all of the properties are registered in PROPERTIES table, if we find all of those types from CLASSES table, we can find all of the properties. Whether a property can be displayed in an application module need to consider access control configuration, namely, it need to judge whether the roles that the login user has have authority to read the property, if yes, the login user can see the property value. To judge whether a user can modify a property value, firstly, judge whether the roles that the user has can modify the property value, secondly, judge whether the roles that the user has can modify the type that the property belongs to, finally, judge whether the association between the application module and the type is "operation". Based on an overall consideration of above access control factors, whether the login user can modify a property value can be finally determined. In accordance with the design of platform, the authorization between role and property is secondary in precedence to the authorization between role and type, which in turn must submit the association between application and type. It should be noted that the property supports rich display modes, including drop-down box (whose data source can be obtained from the BASE_CODE table), date picker (which can pop-up a date time control for user to select a date), picture (which can pop-up a customize picture dialog box), and OLE documents (including Word, Excel, PowerPoint, etc., and the customized file dialog box should pop up.) The display modes of property are obtained from PROPERTY_PRESENTS table.
Advantages of platform
Design and Implementation of a Novel General-purpose Enterprise Application Business Infrastructure Software Platform Rong Yao, Wang Jiandong According to the specific enterprise business needs, building enterprise model and runtime environment through platform is called platform instantiation. Building enterprise applications for various enterprises, that is, creating multiple instances of platform, the goal to reuse the platform is obtained. Modeling through the tools, as well as secondary developing based on platform API (i.e. component library), are the main features of building enterprise applications through platform. The main benefits of the platform are as follows.  When user build enterprise applications, they can be largely reduced the dependence on developers (vendors). The provision of dynamic modeling, GUI design and workflow system allows user to grasp the key point about the design of database, function, GUI, and workflow, and build system step by step and fast. Moreover, all of these can be fulfilled by user (mainly refer to system administrators) independently.  Visual modeling system makes the analysis, design and development processes combine together organically. It allow to dynamically modify the data structure and operation modules, and fast respond to the changing business needs, under the premise of without changing the source code of platform, destroying the existing data, and affecting the normal operation of system.  Complex technical details can be shielded to reduce the personnel skill requirements for project development, and improve development efficiency.  The differences between various kinds of databases can be shielded to improve the portability of applications.  Reusable components and platform are relatively stable, and easily verified and improved through various projects. Building enterprise applications in this way can largely reduce the number of bugs and improve the stability and reliability of system.  Platform and the generated enterprise applications are highly scalable, with the capacity of containing external applications.  Platform facilitates prototype development. A prototype system can be quickly built through platform, and any business problem can be discussed around the prototype, so it can help eliminate misunderstandings between developers and users.  Enterprise mobile applications are supported by platform.  The difficulties and costs of system maintenance and monitoring can effectively be reduced.
Platform-based simulation building of aviation airport prototype information system
In the simulation test, in addition to developing a prototype platform, we also use the prototype platform to build a prototype of airport information system. Specific approach is as follows: base modeling system is used for object-oriented modeling to system data objects, workflow system is used for flow modeling, personalized GUI design system is used to design personalized clients interface, report and query system are used to design report and query capabilities required for each business module respectively, and access control system is used to set the authorization of each operational module. For the high-level business functions, in addition to call the basic components provided by platform, some advance business components that are developed specially for civil aviation airport information system, such as flight delays prediction component [9] , are also called. The final generated enterprise application was exposed to end-users through master portal. In addition, a prototype of a mobile application system is implemented, which can be used to deal with the airport maintenance workflow through intelligent mobile phones.
Conclusion
This paper set forth a novel enterprise applications development model based on a general-purpose business infrastructure software platform. The model can effectively solve the contradiction between that enterprise application developers (vendors) are concerned about the system reusability while enterprise application users are concerned about the system to meet individual needs and respond quickly to business changes. The building of a civil aviation airport prototype information system
